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TYPICAL SITE OF TREES PRODUCING THE BEST CROSSDATING
A. E. DOUGLASS

Highly desirable crossdating qualities in tree -ring records consist of
large and irregular differences in thickness from ring to ring. Many beams
from the Hopi villages give very fine quality with respect to this ring sensi-
tivity. The Chinle area some 75 miles east has shown still more striking
dating qualities. Farther to the northeast in the Red Rock Valley the rings
often vary magnificently from year to year so that in some cases the large
rings may be twenty times the thickness of the small ones. We have felt
sure that this quality is closely related to environment, and perhaps to
species.

Some of this effect was first traced to the species by microscopic tests
upon pines and Douglas firs which have shown that the great majority
of ring records of the highest character are in the latter. The pines some-
times show very high quality but as a rule do not equal the best firs, partly
because they have more doubles. These doubles are easily identifiable but
as they probably introduce another factor in the tree's growth, namely an
increased effect of the summer rains, they reduce the tree's sensitivity.

The site of the tree, however, is of vital importance. A trip (July, 1939)
to southwestern Colorado, chiefly Durango and Mesa Verde, gave an oppor-
tunity for studying the environment of Douglas firs that give this remark-
able crossdating. One of the very best specimens is IF -20,* whose "mean
sensitivity" is extraordinarily high -the crossdating characters are greatly
emphasized and the rings are strongly individualized. It grew on a 35 de-
gree easterly slope extending several hundred feet above and below.
Bedrock was very near the surface and outcropped within fifteen feet of
the stump of IF -20. Here and there some firm mass of rock underneath had
permitted the accumulation of many feet of soil, in some of which prehistoric
ruins of constructions more than 1000 years old have been excavated. In
the immediate vicinity of IF -20 the accumulation of earth was very small.
Here abundant evidence was found that shallow sandstone soil on a steep
rocky slope makes a typical site on which Douglas firs produce the highest
character of crossdating ring patterns.

Mesa Verde was then visited and with the permission of the superinten-
dent a number of borings were made in Douglas firs whose location topo-
graphically was very similar to that of IF -20. Two of the trees near Spruce
Tree House gave rings respectively at 1461 and 1405 at the inner end of 10-
*Collected and dated by Mr. I. F. Flora of Durango.
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inch increment cores. The
photograph herewith shows
a grove of firs (locally called
spruces) near the outlet of
Fewkes canyon, seen from
Sun Temple point. The su-
perb crossdating character
in these trees was proved by
a visit to the grove and a
half -dozen borings, testing
young and old trees and
upper and lower sides. The
slope was perhaps a little
steeper than at the site of
IF -20; rocks, loosened, roll-
ed down 100 feet before
stopping. Large rocks were
apparent and the soil was
obviously very limited in-
deed. There could be no
source of water supply from
above and as the grove

Outpost of Douglas Fir in Dry Climate. Fewkes Canyon, reached down to the top of
a cliff there was no chance
of conservation of water
from other localities. These

trees must exist on the moisture that comes in the annual precipitation, and
it is believed their character is such that they represent first and foremost
the precipitation of the preceding winter and secondarily in very rare cases
an effect of the summer rains. The photograph tells the story of trees that
show splendid crossdating.

Mesa Verde, Colorado.

CLASSIFICATION OF FALSE ANNUAL RINGS IN WEST TEXAS PINES
EDMUND SCHULMAN

Capping Mt. Locke (elev. 7,200 feet) , about 200 miles east -southeast of
El Paso, is a small stand of pinyon pine, including also about half -a -dozen
ponderosa past the sapling stage. Borings of all of the latter and some
pinyon were taken on May 6, 1939; several full sections were supplied by
Dr. C. T. Elvey of the McDonald Observatory on Mt. Locke.

Numerous false rings were recognized in all specimens. For the interval
1908 -1939, 147 of the 372 rings in 12 specimens contained one or more false
rings. The two youngest ponderosa, both with pith at 1907, showed only
20 rings free of `doubles' out of 62; the two oldest ponderosa, with pith at
1846 and 1855, showed 130 with no `doubles' out of 175. While at first glance
extra rings seemed so complex as to make impossible the assignment of
absolutely correct dates to the ring record (the prime essential in tree -ring
analysis) , further study completely resolved their identity.

As a working hypothesis, the Douglass criterion for false rings (those
with hazy outer boundary) almost universally applicable to pines in the
Pueblo area, was applied here also and a tentative dating assigned. Fine
crossdating was found not only in ring thickness but also in the false rings,
many of which appeared consistently in about the same form* throughout
In studying false rings, the following facts about the extra latewood were found useful:
(1) type of outer limit (i.e., hazy, semi- sharp, sharp); (2) position- early, middle, or late
in earlywood of annual, or in latewood of annual; (3) color and extent; (4) thickness, in-
cluding preceding earlywood, in per cent of the total annual growth.


